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MaaS Solutions is an independent company with specialist MaaS know-how. We can ramp up teams for customers just like we did for MaaS Global, Tranzer, WECA and more.

We can also review technical readiness for MaaS integrations, define and help implement MaaS systems into regions, create tech teams and more!
1/4 of global emissions come from transport

40% of carbon emissions are from transportation by 2030

Transport sector is the only sector which has not been able to reduce emissions since the 1990.
20% of a household’s budget is transportation

76% of that is the cost of owning and using a car

96% of time the car sits unused during its lifecycle
of respondents are willing to replace car for some other transportation option for some trips.

Sources:
Kantar TNS Market potential. Birmingham, Antwerpen, Vienna 2018
MaaS Global / Whim user study 2018
Making Transport Real Time and Smart

- Instant Access
- Search a route
- Recommendation
- Dynamic upgrade offer
自分らしくスマートな移動
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Doe John

Whimを使うと、毎日の移動が便利になります。
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Tranzer: Mobility as a Service API for businesses
Tranzer provides ticketing to largest Dutch travel planner with >3 million queries/day
Concept design for a mobility station - West of England Combined Authority
Thank you!

More information about Whim and MaaS Global:
www.whimapp.com

More Information about Tranzer:
www.tranzer.com

West of England FTZ:
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/what-we-do/transport/future-transport-zone/

Getting in touch with MaaS Solutions:
sami@maas-solutions.fi